Refashion Straight Suit
to Anarkali Suit
This project is so cleverly awesome, up-cycle your old ordinary suits into elegant
embroidery suit. Always in fashion, this ethnic outfit is great for all occassions ranging from
glamorous parties to a quite get-together.
Time:
25 to 35 Min.

MACHINE: Any Usha janome

automatic zig –zag sewing machine

Skill level:
Intermediate

CATEGORY : Upcycled projects

YOU WILL NEED
Old straight suit
3 meter cotton fabric
Lace 4 meters to decorate (if desired)
Pins, thread clipper & fabric cutting scissors
Thread to match fabric
Rolled Hem Foot & gathering Foot attachments

6 In

STEP 1: Measuring and marking suit

piece: Measure 6 inches down from the armhole point and

mark a line widthwise, as shown.

Cut

STEP 2: Cutting the bodice piece: Cut the bodice piece over the marked line &
finish the edges using Zig-Zag Stitch.

STEP 3: Measuring your skirt length: Using measuring tape, measure from your waist
downwards to the desired length & add 1 inch for the seam allowance. For example, your desired
length is 37 inches, add 1 inches to it to get 38 inches.

STEP 4: Measuring skirt width: Measure around your waist and multiply it by 4. For example,
if your round waist is 26 inches (26 x 4 = 104), you will get 104 inches this will be the width of
your skirt.

37 In
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STEP 5: Cutting skirt panels: Now divide width into 3 equal parts (104 inches into 3 equal parts
will get you 3 rectangular pieces of 37 x 34.5 inches) of the skirt fabric.

1st Rectangle

2nd Rectangle

3rd Rectangle

STEP 6: Stitching three skirt panels: Stitch the wrong side of the1st rectangle fabric with 2nd
piece and 2nd with 3rd rectangular pieces along their breadth to get the entire width of the skirt
102 inches (excluding seam allowance).

STEP 7: Finishing the skirt sides: Using the Rolled hem foot, finish both of the longer sides
(102 inches).

1/2 In

STEP 8: Creating gathers on the skirt: leaving a distance of ½ inch
widthwise using gathering foot.

from the edge, sew a line

STEP 9: Pin the gathers to match the width of the bodice: Fold the fabric widthwise. Then,
pin the gathers to match up the width of your bodice as shown.
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STEP 10: Joining sides of the skirt: Stitch the sides lengthwise, leaving a distance of ½ inch.

STEP 11: Joining skirt with bodices: Insert the bodice piece between the skirt, keeping
the right side of the bodice and skirt pieces together.
TIP: Pull out the
pin as you sew.

STEP 12: Stitching bodice and skirt pieces : Match the edges and pin it in place and Stitch
around the edges as shown.

1/8 In

STEP 13: Top stitch the joining: Trun the right side out of the complete dress and stitch a seam,
leaving a distance of 1/8 inch from the joining this is also called top stitching.

Before

After

STEP 14: Decoration: You can add matching lace or other design elements at the bottom of the
skirt if you desire….

